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 Multi-ferroic phenomena found in frustrated antiferromagnets have been investigated 
intensively for their cross-correlation between magnetism and dielectric properties. Various 
novel phase transitions arise in high magnetic fields and the magnetic structures are highly 
non-trivial. Thus, it is essential to observe the magnetic structure directly by using neutron 
diffraction. MnWO4 is one of the most well-known multi-ferroic compounds, which shows 
the memory effect in high magnetic fields. For the strong spin frustration, three different 
magnetic phases;AF1(uudd), AF2 (non-collinear, incommensurate cycloidal), AF3 
(incommensurate sinusoidal) appear at zero field [1] (Fig. 1). There are at least three phases in 
high magnetic fields: HF, IV and V. When a magnetic field is applied along the easy-axis, a 
distinct memory effect is found. Namely, the polarization between the AF2 and IV are always 
opposite irrespective of the initial polarization. Interestingly, the polarization of the phase IV 
reverses when it enters into the phase V. These facts show that the memory is kept while the 
system is passing through the HF and V phases, where no polarization exists. The key 
experiment to understand the mechanism of the multi-ferroic behavior and the distinct 
memory effect in MnWO4 is the determination of magnetic structures in the high magnetic 
field phases HF, IV and V. We have investigated this compound at SNS in Oakridge and at 
J-PARC in last three years and found following results [2]. (1) At 4.2 K, the reentrant 
transitions occur in the sequence of AF1-AF2-HF-PhaseIV. (2) HF is close to commensurate, 
but there is a small splitting in the magnetic Bragg peak showing possible two phases mixture 
or long-pitch incommensurate magnetic structure. The intensity of two components varies 
with the magnetic field intensity and with the hysteresis (arrow A in Fig. 1). (3) Phase IV is 
incommensurate and there is about 1 % change of incommensurate wave vector between AF2 
(10 K at zero field) and Phase IV (4.2 K at 40 T) (arrow B in Fig. 1). It is not clear if the 
change is continuous in temperature or there is a new phase boundary within the phase IV. (4) 
At the phase boundaries of the reentrant transitions, two 
successive phases coexist showing that the transitions are 1st 
order. (5) The magnetic structure of Phase V at 10 K and at 35 
T (blue circle in Fig. 1) is incommensurate and the wave 
vector is nearly identical with that of Phase IV. If one assumes 
that Phase V persists between 4 and 12 K, the phase V is 
incommensurate phase without polarization. In another word, 
the origins of the absence of the polarization are different 
between phase V and HF phase. Magnetic structure models 
will be discussed considering the results of neutron 
diffractions.  
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agreement with that obtained in the DC field measurements.
This discrepancy is probably due to the poor thermal
equilibrium between the sample and the thermometer in the
present experimental setup for pulsed-field measurements.
Judging from the results [Figs. 5(b) and 5(c)], however, we
consider that this e!ect is not serious except for the region
near TN2. In the present study, we found that the previously
reported ‘‘HF phase’’30) further splits into two di!erent

phases, the nonferroelectric HF phase and ferroelectric
phase IV. The AF2–phase IV boundary, newly found in the
present measurements, is not a crossover but a phase
transition because a sharp anomaly in dM=dB is observed.

3.2 B k y
In this field direction, it has been reported that the AF2

phase shrinks with increasing B, and in a narrow temperature
range of 10 < T < 11K the direction of P switches from the
b-axis (AF2 phase) to the a-axis above 10 T, indicating the
existence of a new phase (X phase).32,37) We tracked this
new phase to much higher fields by P!B" measurements.
We measured both the Pa# and Pb# components at various
temperatures. Since the angle between the a- and a#-axes
is only 1$, we did not discriminate between these two
directions in the measurements. Figure 6 shows the raw
pyroelectric current density ( j) data as a function of B.
Unfortunately, P!B" curves could not be obtained because
of the large background noise. Nevertheless, we could
identify the transition by a distinct anomaly in j!B" at each
temperature. From these data, we obtained the phase
diagram for B k y shown in Fig. 5(b), where squares and
circles denote the data points determined from ja# and jb# ,
respectively. Again, the open (filled) symbols indicate the
data points obtained from rising (falling) field sweeps of
B!t". From the pyroelectric current measurements, we found
that there are at least four di!erent phases in this field
direction: AF1, AF2, X, and phase V0. As shown in
Fig. 5(b), the X phase extends to very high fields of above
40 T. Upon the AF2–AF1 transition, we observed a weak
anomaly in the ja# !B" data in addition to the strong peak in
jb# !B". This is probably due to the misalignment of the
sample, since no a-axis component of P has been reported to
appear in these two phases.

We also measured the magnetization for this direction,
and the results of M!B" and dM=dB are shown in Figs. 7(a)
and 7(b), respectively. Anomalies detected in the dM=dB
data are indicated by arrows. Although some of these
anomalies are not strong, we confirmed by repeated
measurements that they are reproducible. The transition
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Fig. 5. (Color online) B vs T phase diagram of MnWO4 for (a) B k x,
(b) B k y, and (c) B k z. Triangles, squares, and circles denote the transition
points determined by M, Pa# , and Pb# , respectively. Open (closed) symbols
are the data points obtained for rising (falling) field sweeps. Inverted
triangles, dots, and crosses indicate data points obtained in DC magnetic
fields.32)

Fig. 6. (Color online) Raw pyroelectric current density of (a) ja# !B" and
(b) jb# !B" of MnWO4 for B k y measured in pulsed fields of up to 53 T. The
respective data are vertically o!set for clear comparison.
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Fig. 1 Phase diagram of MnWO4 [1,2].�
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